Last fall we were an element in "happening" the South Street Week celebration. Putting city land to good use, we built a children's park at 3rd and South streets; brought together a ten thousand person parade; released free cameras to friends and children and children's friends, instituting a photography class; opened and maintained for two months a neighborhood free (bated) store, transforming in time to a school kids didn't have to go to; blew up a bubble, called it the First Building of the Hiconential, and watched how several hundred neighbors, gang members, hippies, Jewish merchants, Society Hill Matrons, and a rock band could get it on;

-Other past tense celebrations include parties, such as at Everything for Everybody, and the Beaux Arts Ball, with the Department of Urban Outreach, Graduate Department of Fine Arts at Penn., and the American Institute of Architects. That black tie formal involved manipulation of time and definition of space (industrial age environment of the International House juxtaposing the videowap delay and projection, film, slide, light; four-channel sound and tape-delay live-mic, live-electronic music, two-bands, inflatable-bubbles, and life-theatre via-the-tools/toys environment)

Most synergy network activities are continuous.

-Polls '76 will be conferencing with radio and television station managers in June at the Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington, D.C.

-Be, Eisbnow, the majority candidate-as-information-channel, climaxes without him at a celebration of the community of people building a park at 5th and South streets. A main myth of his campaign has been awareness of our myths and the methods of proliferation/maintaining them via various channels, including information's, medi's, and other.

-Parties continue, the next being a Children's day at Rittenhouse Square June 19th.

-Video-as-professional myth proliferates, with a present project involving video in conjunction with the Festival of Life, itself a community process, will take its next action to the Auditor General's office in Harrisburg to discuss proper use of and negotiation for the Evensburg dam site; the Festival, a cooperative effort in community planning, continues to seek a site.

-Everything for Everybody engages full time in cataloging, by referring, communicating, and providing institutional frameworks for cooperative efforts in the South Street area, such as Peggy's and friends' community day care center, now forming, and the South Street Cooperative Foundation.

-A community energy center is continuously being developed; given by a long time tavern owner now containing two apartments, meeting, work, and office space.

-An electronics lab open to qualified use by the community is operating (and Making Money) out of the Penbrow Street Group's architectural offices.

-Steinmen continue to meet with various community, industrial, political, or professional associations.

-As an experiment with a parallel attempt in bridge-building by communicating via mimeo-letter (soon to become cassette) to a network of friends and associates:
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